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LL ast September, the pop star Charli XCX posted a short video of herself shouting “gay rights!” asast September, the pop star Charli XCX posted a short video of herself shouting “gay rights!” as

she held aloft a small bottle of Rush. She is not the first to present the substance as a symbol.she held aloft a small bottle of Rush. She is not the first to present the substance as a symbol.

Poppers are gay liberation reified, but also deliquescent and diffused. A recent Poppers are gay liberation reified, but also deliquescent and diffused. A recent Popular SciencePopular Science

article argues that “they represent much more than a drug fad – they’re a cultural phenomenon whosearticle argues that “they represent much more than a drug fad – they’re a cultural phenomenon whose

journey has helped shape queer life as we know it”, and cites Denton Callander, a research scientist fromjourney has helped shape queer life as we know it”, and cites Denton Callander, a research scientist from

New York University: “Even if you don’t use them or think they’re stupid, they are in some ways part of ourNew York University: “Even if you don’t use them or think they’re stupid, they are in some ways part of our

history, of what it means to be gay men”. What exactly poppers say about gay identity may depend on howhistory, of what it means to be gay men”. What exactly poppers say about gay identity may depend on how

one deciphers the surrounding lexicon.one deciphers the surrounding lexicon.

As a descriptor of alkyl nitrites, the term “poppers” is misleading. The word is childish, plosive and thingly,As a descriptor of alkyl nitrites, the term “poppers” is misleading. The word is childish, plosive and thingly,

whereas its referent is adulterated, noiseless, a haze. It is not onomatopoeic, or is only anachronistically so:whereas its referent is adulterated, noiseless, a haze. It is not onomatopoeic, or is only anachronistically so:
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the drug once took the form of capsules snapped between fingertips, but has for decades come as liquidthe drug once took the form of capsules snapped between fingertips, but has for decades come as liquid

contained in small glass bottles. The vapours are inhaled via one’s nostrils for a brief, warming, pulsatingcontained in small glass bottles. The vapours are inhaled via one’s nostrils for a brief, warming, pulsating

thrill. The word is also illogically plural. It’s true, though, that poppers are thrill. The word is also illogically plural. It’s true, though, that poppers are extra extra – known to enhance in the– known to enhance in the

bedroom and on the dancefloor. Indeed, “extra” is frequently deployed in their promotion, alongsidebedroom and on the dancefloor. Indeed, “extra” is frequently deployed in their promotion, alongside

“hard”, “strong” and “potent”. A brief etymolo�y of the latter – accentuating ableness and power, leaving“hard”, “strong” and “potent”. A brief etymolo�y of the latter – accentuating ableness and power, leaving

unsaid connotations of the orgasmic – is included in an online catalogue listing for the brand Potent Blue.unsaid connotations of the orgasmic – is included in an online catalogue listing for the brand Potent Blue.

Other labels include Blue Boy, Blue Magnum, Blue Velvet and the new iSOBlue. It may be that blueness is aOther labels include Blue Boy, Blue Magnum, Blue Velvet and the new iSOBlue. It may be that blueness is a

genteelism for erotic – as in “blue movie” – but the link is also corporeal. Poppers render blue a verb: theygenteelism for erotic – as in “blue movie” – but the link is also corporeal. Poppers render blue a verb: they

blueblue the flesh. Enough hits and the inner lip darkens to a worrying purple-black bruise, the fingertips to a the flesh. Enough hits and the inner lip darkens to a worrying purple-black bruise, the fingertips to a

deathly blue-grey. These telltale signs of oxygen deprivation become a camp in-joke. “These won’t quitedeathly blue-grey. These telltale signs of oxygen deprivation become a camp in-joke. “These won’t quite

turn you blue, but they’re pretty good”turn you blue, but they’re pretty good”,, a salesperson in a Soho sex shop once cheerfully told me, gesturing a salesperson in a Soho sex shop once cheerfully told me, gesturing

to a row of bottles. Packaged aggressively (thunderbolts, explosions) or sometimes cutely (buzzing bees, ato a row of bottles. Packaged aggressively (thunderbolts, explosions) or sometimes cutely (buzzing bees, a

cartoon ejaculation), the bottles line up behind the counter like cigarette packs once did in corner shops.cartoon ejaculation), the bottles line up behind the counter like cigarette packs once did in corner shops.

Alkyl nitrites were first synthesized in 1844. Variations were initially used to relieve chest pains, but becauseAlkyl nitrites were first synthesized in 1844. Variations were initially used to relieve chest pains, but because

the chemical compounds also have an aphrodisiac effect and relax the sphincter, they gained a reputationthe chemical compounds also have an aphrodisiac effect and relax the sphincter, they gained a reputation

as a felicitous elixir for gay men. Today, they are sold euphemistically, as room odourizer, leather treatmentas a felicitous elixir for gay men. Today, they are sold euphemistically, as room odourizer, leather treatment

or, in an amusing anachronism, tape head cleaner. In the UK, this loophole dates to the Medicines Act ofor, in an amusing anachronism, tape head cleaner. In the UK, this loophole dates to the Medicines Act of

1968, which proscribes advertising the substance for human consumption. Ultimately, it may be the1968, which proscribes advertising the substance for human consumption. Ultimately, it may be the

subversion of the commercial product’s ostensible teleolo�y that makes poppers so culturally gay, evensubversion of the commercial product’s ostensible teleolo�y that makes poppers so culturally gay, even

queer.queer. Their marketing is an open secret. When the bright little bottles are sold over the counter, the Their marketing is an open secret. When the bright little bottles are sold over the counter, the

exchange between customer and clerk is conspiratorial.exchange between customer and clerk is conspiratorial.

Rush, probably the most recognizable name brand, is also the most literal. Others are likewise monosyllabicRush, probably the most recognizable name brand, is also the most literal. Others are likewise monosyllabic

– Dad, Jock, Pig, Top, King – but their appellations are less descriptive than associative. The branding– Dad, Jock, Pig, Top, King – but their appellations are less descriptive than associative. The branding

displays a poetic license even more fantastic than that of perfume: Man Scent or Boot Camp may putdisplays a poetic license even more fantastic than that of perfume: Man Scent or Boot Camp may put

pheromones in mind, but each surely smells as synthetic as the next. Somewhat perversely, the designerpheromones in mind, but each surely smells as synthetic as the next. Somewhat perversely, the designer

Tom Ford released an eau de toilette called Tom Ford released an eau de toilette called RushRush for Gucci, crossing high- and lowbrow aromatics. While for Gucci, crossing high- and lowbrow aromatics. While

cigarette brands have cribbed upscale West London toponyms (Mayfair, Pall Mall), poppers referencecigarette brands have cribbed upscale West London toponyms (Mayfair, Pall Mall), poppers reference

metropolises known for their licentiousness (Amsterdam Gold, Berlin XXX). The first commercially availablemetropolises known for their licentiousness (Amsterdam Gold, Berlin XXX). The first commercially available

brand was Locker Room, which remains a classic in terms of tying user experience to a location. Poppersbrand was Locker Room, which remains a classic in terms of tying user experience to a location. Poppers

are like souvenirs from an illusory place. A primer on the “Father of Disco” Giorgio Moroder, published byare like souvenirs from an illusory place. A primer on the “Father of Disco” Giorgio Moroder, published by

National Public Radio in the US, suggests a synaesthetic correlation: “listen closely, and you can still smellNational Public Radio in the US, suggests a synaesthetic correlation: “listen closely, and you can still smell

the poppers”.the poppers”.

The substance has the whiff of nostalgia. In a conversation for The substance has the whiff of nostalgia. In a conversation for BidounBidoun magazine, the writer Wayne magazine, the writer Wayne

Koestenbaum effused about the “high of rediscovering poetry’s rankness, naughtiness”. To Koestenbaum,Koestenbaum effused about the “high of rediscovering poetry’s rankness, naughtiness”. To Koestenbaum,

when language and art are mischievous, when they ignore “the supervisor” as he put it, their effect on thewhen language and art are mischievous, when they ignore “the supervisor” as he put it, their effect on the

beholder can be akin to “a good old-fashioned hit of poppers”. The analo�y contains a paradox: while suchbeholder can be akin to “a good old-fashioned hit of poppers”. The analo�y contains a paradox: while such

a high is evanescent, poppers are a durable subcultural artefact inextricably tied to the 1970s. Hal Fischer’sa high is evanescent, poppers are a durable subcultural artefact inextricably tied to the 1970s. Hal Fischer’s

Gay Semiotics,Gay Semiotics, a conceptual photography series from 1977, describes poppers as “The Gay Drug”. a conceptual photography series from 1977, describes poppers as “The Gay Drug”.11  articles remainingarticles remaining
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Koestenbaum also ventured this goofy postulation: “Poetry is politics on poppers?” In his long poem “OhKoestenbaum also ventured this goofy postulation: “Poetry is politics on poppers?” In his long poem “Oh

My Soho!” (2018), Richard Scott walks through a “popper-fog” as he contemplates the palimpsest ofMy Soho!” (2018), Richard Scott walks through a “popper-fog” as he contemplates the palimpsest of

London’s Soho, conjuring the “pretty cops” once stationed at pissoirs as a means of entrapment and theLondon’s Soho, conjuring the “pretty cops” once stationed at pissoirs as a means of entrapment and the

nail bombing of the Admiral Duncan bar on Old Compton Street in 1999, which killed three customers andnail bombing of the Admiral Duncan bar on Old Compton Street in 1999, which killed three customers and

wounded dozens more. The buzz of Scott’s poetry is often in its anachronism. He allows himself, as thewounded dozens more. The buzz of Scott’s poetry is often in its anachronism. He allows himself, as the

historian John D’Emilio put it, to “read backward in time” – that is, assign contemporary queer identities tohistorian John D’Emilio put it, to “read backward in time” – that is, assign contemporary queer identities to

past epochs. If leather daddies in sex shop windows evoke armour, Scott calls them “medieval”, and I’mpast epochs. If leather daddies in sex shop windows evoke armour, Scott calls them “medieval”, and I’m

sure I’m not alone in loving his depiction of Antinous as “Hadrian’s bust-worthy boyf”. Scott revises historysure I’m not alone in loving his depiction of Antinous as “Hadrian’s bust-worthy boyf”. Scott revises history

in part because he’s fed up: “We’re a people robbed of ancestors – they were stolen, hooded, from us”. Inin part because he’s fed up: “We’re a people robbed of ancestors – they were stolen, hooded, from us”. In

Soho, the poet attests, “I have spent my life – drunk, poppered-up, tarnished, tear-stained, corroded, Eros-Soho, the poet attests, “I have spent my life – drunk, poppered-up, tarnished, tear-stained, corroded, Eros-

like”.He willingly over-identifies with place: he, like Soho, is “chock-full of shame, riven with dark man- /like”.He willingly over-identifies with place: he, like Soho, is “chock-full of shame, riven with dark man- /

jostling alleyways, a treasure map of buried trauma”. There’s a general consensus among organizations suchjostling alleyways, a treasure map of buried trauma”. There’s a general consensus among organizations such

as the National Health Service and Public Health England that sexual minorities, especially men who haveas the National Health Service and Public Health England that sexual minorities, especially men who have

sex with men, use or abuse recreational drugs – including, but not limited to, poppers – in higher numberssex with men, use or abuse recreational drugs – including, but not limited to, poppers – in higher numbers

than the wider population. Shame like that referenced by Scott is commonly perceived to be a cause, yetthan the wider population. Shame like that referenced by Scott is commonly perceived to be a cause, yet

there is no way to know whether the user is escaping their feelings of shame or giving into them.there is no way to know whether the user is escaping their feelings of shame or giving into them.

Similarly, if poppers provide a metonym for a gay lifestyle, it is unclear whether they stand for liberty orSimilarly, if poppers provide a metonym for a gay lifestyle, it is unclear whether they stand for liberty or

self-subjugation – or both. The sociologist Martin Levine summed up urban gay life in the 1970s as aself-subjugation – or both. The sociologist Martin Levine summed up urban gay life in the 1970s as a

mishmash of “consumerism, erotic exploration, recreational drug use, and disclosure of sexualmishmash of “consumerism, erotic exploration, recreational drug use, and disclosure of sexual

orientation”. His list invites a consideration of how those different aspects may enable, and possiblyorientation”. His list invites a consideration of how those different aspects may enable, and possibly

undermine, one another. Levine was commenting on the era of discos packed with lookalike macho gayundermine, one another. Levine was commenting on the era of discos packed with lookalike macho gay

men known as men known as clonesclones. The sameness of the clones – a literal articulation of . The sameness of the clones – a literal articulation of homohomosexuality – was derided bysexuality – was derided by

both gay conservatives and leftists as analogous to mass-produced objects or laboratory replication. Levineboth gay conservatives and leftists as analogous to mass-produced objects or laboratory replication. Levine

recounted how “hundreds of drugged, bare-chested clones jammed the dance floor, where they dancedrecounted how “hundreds of drugged, bare-chested clones jammed the dance floor, where they danced

feverishly to throbbing rhythms and dazzling lights while snorting poppers and throwing their arms andfeverishly to throbbing rhythms and dazzling lights while snorting poppers and throwing their arms and

clenched fists into the air”.clenched fists into the air”.

This troubled certain wallflowers. In 1981, Arthur Evans published an article in the San Francisco gay pressThis troubled certain wallflowers. In 1981, Arthur Evans published an article in the San Francisco gay press

called “Poppers: an ugly side of gay business”. Evans wrote that “whenever gay big business has impactedcalled “Poppers: an ugly side of gay business”. Evans wrote that “whenever gay big business has impacted

on our lives, the results have been devastating”, and cited the poppers industry as chief among corporateon our lives, the results have been devastating”, and cited the poppers industry as chief among corporate

exploiters. To pundits like Evans, the fleeting high represented a culture of disposability and low self-esteemexploiters. To pundits like Evans, the fleeting high represented a culture of disposability and low self-esteem

in which gay men fixated on the next hit or the next hook-up. In “Fantasia on the Seventies” (1977), Edmundin which gay men fixated on the next hit or the next hook-up. In “Fantasia on the Seventies” (1977), Edmund

White assessed the scene with ambivalence: “Sexual permissiveness became a form of numbness, as rigidlyWhite assessed the scene with ambivalence: “Sexual permissiveness became a form of numbness, as rigidly

codified as the old morality … Drugs, once billed as an aid to self-discovery through heightened perception,codified as the old morality … Drugs, once billed as an aid to self-discovery through heightened perception,

became a way of injecting lust into anonymous encounters at the baths”.became a way of injecting lust into anonymous encounters at the baths”.

But poppers were concurrently brandished as an emblem of gay liberation; if the freedom that poppersBut poppers were concurrently brandished as an emblem of gay liberation; if the freedom that poppers

represented was artificial, then unapologetically so. If poppers cultivated submissive behaviour, it was withrepresented was artificial, then unapologetically so. If poppers cultivated submissive behaviour, it was with

agency: “bottom pride”. In an editorial in the agency: “bottom pride”. In an editorial in the Independent, Independent, responding to the prospect of a UK ban in theresponding to the prospect of a UK ban in the

late 1990s, John Lyttle claimed that “poppers and the very notion of ‘gay,’ not coincidentally, each came outlate 1990s, John Lyttle claimed that “poppers and the very notion of ‘gay,’ not coincidentally, each came out

around the same period in the mid-seventies”, symbolizing “utter visibility” and “an antidote to any leftoveraround the same period in the mid-seventies”, symbolizing “utter visibility” and “an antidote to any leftover

repression, fear, angst”. Lyttle concluded that the debate at its core represents gay men’s “right to chooserepression, fear, angst”. Lyttle concluded that the debate at its core represents gay men’s “right to choose

what – and indeed, who – goes into their bodies”. He described the “ritual” or “communal gesture” of gaywhat – and indeed, who – goes into their bodies”. He described the “ritual” or “communal gesture” of gay
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men sharing poppers as “an implicit acknowledgement that this is one of those few times gay men can smilemen sharing poppers as “an implicit acknowledgement that this is one of those few times gay men can smile

at one another, share, show some warmth, without asking anything back”. When poppers are passedat one another, share, show some warmth, without asking anything back”. When poppers are passed

between men on the dance floor, the boundaries between individual bodies become permeable, thebetween men on the dance floor, the boundaries between individual bodies become permeable, the

atmosphere infused with their shared experience. Last year, Dark Entries Editions published atmosphere infused with their shared experience. Last year, Dark Entries Editions published MechanicalMechanical

Fantasy Box, Fantasy Box, the homoerotic journal that Patrick Cowley, a disco producer who was based in San Francisco,the homoerotic journal that Patrick Cowley, a disco producer who was based in San Francisco,

kept between 1974 and 1978. In a foreword, Cowley’s former roommate Theresa McGinley testifies that “thekept between 1974 and 1978. In a foreword, Cowley’s former roommate Theresa McGinley testifies that “the

amyl-fueled crowds sweating on dance floors made his influence on culture incarnate”. In the journal,amyl-fueled crowds sweating on dance floors made his influence on culture incarnate”. In the journal,

Cowley wrote, “After our first amyl rush I felt our souls fall into each other. He said, ‘if we get any closer I’llCowley wrote, “After our first amyl rush I felt our souls fall into each other. He said, ‘if we get any closer I’ll

be on the other side of you’”. My own experiences have been less utopian. The first time someone thrust abe on the other side of you’”. My own experiences have been less utopian. The first time someone thrust a

bottle under my nose, it was without my consent; on the most recent occasion, it was as an expedient tobottle under my nose, it was without my consent; on the most recent occasion, it was as an expedient to

avoid an awkward conversation.avoid an awkward conversation.

Each time the further regulation or banning of poppers is proposed, it winds up being positioned as a civilEach time the further regulation or banning of poppers is proposed, it winds up being positioned as a civil

rights issue. Moralistic objections are dismissed as disproportionate to actual health risks (which mayrights issue. Moralistic objections are dismissed as disproportionate to actual health risks (which may

include retinal damage or, when mixed with erectile dysfunction medications, heart attack, but areinclude retinal damage or, when mixed with erectile dysfunction medications, heart attack, but are

generally limited to skin irritation and a headache not dissimilar to the brain freeze sometimes caused bygenerally limited to skin irritation and a headache not dissimilar to the brain freeze sometimes caused by

eating ice cream). A proposed ban in Australia earlier this year was decried in a eating ice cream). A proposed ban in Australia earlier this year was decried in a GuardianGuardian editorial as “an editorial as “an

attack on gay and bisexual men”. When the Conservative MP Crispin Blunt stood up in parliament in 2016attack on gay and bisexual men”. When the Conservative MP Crispin Blunt stood up in parliament in 2016

and disclosed that he himself used poppers, he presented the stakes in libertarian terms: in his indignanceand disclosed that he himself used poppers, he presented the stakes in libertarian terms: in his indignance

about the rights of “many gay men” to use poppers, he implied their entitlement to skirt and tweak society’sabout the rights of “many gay men” to use poppers, he implied their entitlement to skirt and tweak society’s

health-and-safety precepts. In this context, the proposed ban would have meant a policing of gay identity.health-and-safety precepts. In this context, the proposed ban would have meant a policing of gay identity.

But held up by activists and pop stars, the substance may imbue that identity with a hedonism surelyBut held up by activists and pop stars, the substance may imbue that identity with a hedonism surely

offensive to large numbers of proudly uptight gay men.offensive to large numbers of proudly uptight gay men.

In an interview in 1982, Michel Foucault offered his opinion that “this puritanism about drugs, whichIn an interview in 1982, Michel Foucault offered his opinion that “this puritanism about drugs, which

implies that you can either be for drugs or against drugs, is mistaken. Drugs have now become a part of ourimplies that you can either be for drugs or against drugs, is mistaken. Drugs have now become a part of our

culture”. To Foucault, poppers could produce “a prodigious multiplication and intensification of pleasure”.culture”. To Foucault, poppers could produce “a prodigious multiplication and intensification of pleasure”.

What’s more, they were to him a kind of mnemonic, a randy madeleine. In an essay on the physiologicalWhat’s more, they were to him a kind of mnemonic, a randy madeleine. In an essay on the physiological

potential of erotic memoir, wherein language is used to recall the sexual act, Foucault added, inpotential of erotic memoir, wherein language is used to recall the sexual act, Foucault added, in

passing:“like us … the way we use amyl nitrate”. Foucault’s use of “we” is especially significant consideringpassing:“like us … the way we use amyl nitrate”. Foucault’s use of “we” is especially significant considering

that he spent much of his public intellectual life interrogating the construction of homosexual identitythat he spent much of his public intellectual life interrogating the construction of homosexual identity

rather than claiming it. His conflicted relation to being “gay” is related in Simeon Wade’s rather than claiming it. His conflicted relation to being “gay” is related in Simeon Wade’s Foucault inFoucault in

California California (2019), which documents his encounters with the philosopher in 1975. In conversation, Foucault(2019), which documents his encounters with the philosopher in 1975. In conversation, Foucault

conveyed the belief that gay identity has become obsolete: “I actually liked the scene before gay liberation,conveyed the belief that gay identity has become obsolete: “I actually liked the scene before gay liberation,

when everything was more covert. It was like an underground fraternity, exciting and a bit dangerous.when everything was more covert. It was like an underground fraternity, exciting and a bit dangerous.

Friendship meant a lot, it meant a lot of trust, we protected each other, we related to each other by secretFriendship meant a lot, it meant a lot of trust, we protected each other, we related to each other by secret

codes”.codes”.

The same “we” appears in The same “we” appears in Dancer from the Dance, Dancer from the Dance, Andrew Holleran’s novel first published in 1978 andAndrew Holleran’s novel first published in 1978 and

reprinted in 2019. In a foreword to the new edition, Alan Hollinghurst discusses Holleran’s “predominantreprinted in 2019. In a foreword to the new edition, Alan Hollinghurst discusses Holleran’s “predominant

first person plural”, through which the narrator isfirst person plural”, through which the narrator is

speaking now for an intimate group of two or three friends, now for a “brotherhood”, a largerspeaking now for an intimate group of two or three friends, now for a “brotherhood”, a larger

gaggle of New York partygoers and pleasure-seekers, and at other times, with something of thegaggle of New York partygoers and pleasure-seekers, and at other times, with something of the
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In In Dancer from the Dance, Dancer from the Dance, poppers alternately appear as a fug�y set piece, joke or cautionary tale – or apoppers alternately appear as a fug�y set piece, joke or cautionary tale – or a

combination of the three, as when “some nameless ribbon clerk died trying to sniff a popper at the bottomcombination of the three, as when “some nameless ribbon clerk died trying to sniff a popper at the bottom

of a pool”.The narrator’s view of himself and his fellow revellers is joyfully ambivalent – the men areof a pool”.The narrator’s view of himself and his fellow revellers is joyfully ambivalent – the men are

beautiful yet hollow-eyed, and their use of poppers encapsulates a tug between ecstasy and despair. Thebeautiful yet hollow-eyed, and their use of poppers encapsulates a tug between ecstasy and despair. The

men threaten to become “desperados” who are “hell-bent on their next look from a handsome stranger.men threaten to become “desperados” who are “hell-bent on their next look from a handsome stranger.

Their next rush from a popper … Some wiped everything they could off their faces and reduced themselvesTheir next rush from a popper … Some wiped everything they could off their faces and reduced themselves

to blanks”. In another passage:to blanks”. In another passage:

The month following the reissue of The month following the reissue of Dancer from the DanceDancer from the Dance, the, the Telegraph  Telegraph published a published a pollpoll indicating that, indicating that,

compared with four years prior, young Britons were half as likely to identify as gay or lesbian, and eightcompared with four years prior, young Britons were half as likely to identify as gay or lesbian, and eight

times more likely to identify as bisexual. This came behind years of data showing a remarkable decline intimes more likely to identify as bisexual. This came behind years of data showing a remarkable decline in

young people adhering to a binary sexuality, suggesting fixed categories are likely to continue beingyoung people adhering to a binary sexuality, suggesting fixed categories are likely to continue being

upended. If that means gay as a cohesive, niche identity is undergoing a last gasp, the cachet of poppersupended. If that means gay as a cohesive, niche identity is undergoing a last gasp, the cachet of poppers

may be down to their relic status. Poppers are positively kitsch if contrasted with, say, the unbrandedmay be down to their relic status. Poppers are positively kitsch if contrasted with, say, the unbranded

bleakness of heroin: vintage poppers ads featured motorcycles, mushroom clouds, boxers in the ring,bleakness of heroin: vintage poppers ads featured motorcycles, mushroom clouds, boxers in the ring,

superhero mascots and a King Kong-type beast scaling skyscrapers. Even true stories about the effects ofsuperhero mascots and a King Kong-type beast scaling skyscrapers. Even true stories about the effects of

poppers tend towards the absurd and performative. When the British nightclub impresario Peterpoppers tend towards the absurd and performative. When the British nightclub impresario Peter

Stringfellow added a gay event to his formidable London club the Hippodrome in the 1980s, he staged aStringfellow added a gay event to his formidable London club the Hippodrome in the 1980s, he staged a

cabaret show including a live lioness. There was reportedly so much amyl nitrite in the air that the animalcabaret show including a live lioness. There was reportedly so much amyl nitrite in the air that the animal

tore through the crowd, dragging her trainer behind her. A press officer told the tore through the crowd, dragging her trainer behind her. A press officer told the Sun,Sun, “We ended up with “We ended up with

hundreds of squealing gays running over each other in every direction, stabbing each other with their falsehundreds of squealing gays running over each other in every direction, stabbing each other with their false

nails in their panic”. It is now possible to find a T-shirt on eBay emblazoned with a quad of the iconic yellow-nails in their panic”. It is now possible to find a T-shirt on eBay emblazoned with a quad of the iconic yellow-

and-red Rush bottles in the manner of Warhol’s Campbell soup cans. The viral “gay rights” video of Charliand-red Rush bottles in the manner of Warhol’s Campbell soup cans. The viral “gay rights” video of Charli

XCX was followed by a kind of readymade art-performance piece, in which she autographed a bottle of RushXCX was followed by a kind of readymade art-performance piece, in which she autographed a bottle of Rush

for a fan.for a fan.

essayist’s “we”, for a community, a whole generation of gay men, whose lives had never beforeessayist’s “we”, for a community, a whole generation of gay men, whose lives had never before

been chronicled and celebrated in literary fiction.been chronicled and celebrated in literary fiction.

You put the popper to your nostril, you put a hand out to lightly touch the sweaty, rigid stomachYou put the popper to your nostril, you put a hand out to lightly touch the sweaty, rigid stomach

of the man dancing next to you, your own chest is streaming with sweat in that hot room, andof the man dancing next to you, your own chest is streaming with sweat in that hot room, and

you are thinking, as grave as a judge: What will I do with my life? What can any man do with hisyou are thinking, as grave as a judge: What will I do with my life? What can any man do with his

life? And you finally don’t know where to rest your eyes. You don’t know where to look, as youlife? And you finally don’t know where to rest your eyes. You don’t know where to look, as you

dance. You have been expelled from the communion of the saints.dance. You have been expelled from the communion of the saints.
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In recent years, poppers have also inspired a new form of vernacular video art. In the “popperbate” genre,In recent years, poppers have also inspired a new form of vernacular video art. In the “popperbate” genre,

amateur editors create montages of gay porn clips, structured as interactive videos on the model of fitnessamateur editors create montages of gay porn clips, structured as interactive videos on the model of fitness

training tutorials. The written or spoken instructions demand that viewers not only take multiple hits, buttraining tutorials. The written or spoken instructions demand that viewers not only take multiple hits, but

obey, worship, surrender, succumb. Some videos are couched in the meditative terms of dreams andobey, worship, surrender, succumb. Some videos are couched in the meditative terms of dreams and

awakening, but in many the viewer is routinely humiliated and addressed as awakening, but in many the viewer is routinely humiliated and addressed as faggotfaggot, , patheticpathetic, , loserloser. One. One

hypnotic video flashes split-second demands in an expansive range of typefaces: “I want you dumber …hypnotic video flashes split-second demands in an expansive range of typefaces: “I want you dumber …

Destroy your mind … Melt away”. Another commands: “Gay porn controls you … Spend all day online …Destroy your mind … Melt away”. Another commands: “Gay porn controls you … Spend all day online …

Waste your life masturbating … Waste your life gooning”. To be a “goon” in this argot is to be a dribblingWaste your life masturbating … Waste your life gooning”. To be a “goon” in this argot is to be a dribbling

slave, subservient to muscles and the phallus – rather unfashionably patriarchal predilections. The kink forslave, subservient to muscles and the phallus – rather unfashionably patriarchal predilections. The kink for

gooning plays right into the mindlessness and numbness scorned by an older generation of gaygooning plays right into the mindlessness and numbness scorned by an older generation of gay

commentators. But the videos may also propose one kind of challenge to the contemporary perception ofcommentators. But the videos may also propose one kind of challenge to the contemporary perception of

gay pride as relentlessly well adapted and well behaved.gay pride as relentlessly well adapted and well behaved.

I recently found myself in a conversation with a friend about the sociologist Erving Goffman’s conception ofI recently found myself in a conversation with a friend about the sociologist Erving Goffman’s conception of

the “stigmaphile” and the “stigmaphobe” by way of the queer scholar Michael Warner. Warner postulatedthe “stigmaphile” and the “stigmaphobe” by way of the queer scholar Michael Warner. Warner postulated

that the stigmaphile adapts to value the very things the hegemonic society despises, recognizing falsethat the stigmaphile adapts to value the very things the hegemonic society despises, recognizing false

morality, while the stigmaphobe conforms to the external norms out of fearfulness. “For example”, Imorality, while the stigmaphobe conforms to the external norms out of fearfulness. “For example”, I

proposed without much forethought, “one could embrace a gay male stigma by sniffing poppers.” Myproposed without much forethought, “one could embrace a gay male stigma by sniffing poppers.” My

friend, hardly phobic about queer stigmas generally, let out a gasp. “Poppers?” he said. “I might as wellfriend, hardly phobic about queer stigmas generally, let out a gasp. “Poppers?” he said. “I might as well

bang my head against the wall.”bang my head against the wall.”

Jeremy Atherton LinJeremy Atherton Lin  is an essayist, and an editor at is an essayist, and an editor at Failed StatesFailed States. His first book . His first book Gay BarGay Bar will be published in will be published in

20212021
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